**Dress Rehearsal Schedule**

**ATTENTION: ATTENDING DRESS REHEARSAL IS MANDATORY!!**

**Important Notes:**

1. **Proper make-up, hair and costume necessary!**

Each dancer should come dressed in their costume and tights with make-up and hair done just like they would on the day of the recitals. Each class will be posed for pictures either BEFORE or AFTER rehearsing so remember to bring your cameras!

2. **Please be on time for each rehearsal!**

Please help us maintain our VERY TIGHT rehearsal schedule by ensuring your dancer arrives promptly and is dressed, ready to rehearse, at least 20 minutes prior to his/her designated time. From Monday through Saturday, our staff will be involved in over 65 hours of preparation and rehearsing, so we appreciate your help in arriving on time.

The dress rehearsal is divided into individual classes. For your convenience, the dancers will not be required to stay for the entire rehearsal weekend. Once your dancer is finished rehearsing, he/she is free to go.

3. **Kids Production and Grand Finale rehearsals ALSO required**

All dancers will be participating in either the KIDS Production or the GRAND FINALE Production. Please also be aware of your dancer’s rehearsal time(s) for those production numbers, as it is required they attend those as well in order to participate in that routine in the recital. Dancers in Grand Finale may choose to attend either rehearsal (option #1 or option #2 in the schedule below).

4. **For dancers in more than one dance…**

The order your dancer rehearses their dances during the rehearsals may be different than the order the dances are performed in the recitals. Please be sure to see the Dress Rehearsal & Recital Instructions to determine which costume you should initially come dressed in on the recital day.

**How we made this schedule:**

As much as possible, the dress/tech rehearsal schedule and recital line-ups are scheduled around the 20+ MAJOR rehearsal/recital conflicts we received concerning several high school and college graduations, proms, weddings, Bat/Bar Mitzvahs, First Communions and Confirmations, concerts and school plays & field trips. We cannot accommodate any additional requests at this time. If your dancer misses dress rehearsal, she/he will not be allowed to perform in that number in the recital. Sorry, there are no exceptions!!!

In scheduling dress rehearsal, many factors were considered, including the age of the dancers, dancers in more than one dance, multiple dancers in the same family, major conflicts, etc. Please see the schedule below to know when your dancer is scheduled to rehearse.

*The schedule is tentative and subject to change due to circumstances beyond our control.*
FRIDAY, May 17
All rehearsals are DRESS rehearsals unless otherwise noted.

Thursday 5:00 TAP (Wanna Be Rich):
GREEN costumes
Arrive backstage by 4:40pm for pictures.
Rehearsal from 5:00 – 5:20pm additional Kids Production rehearsal (plus jazz routine)

Thursday 6:30 RISING STARS (TAP) in 4:30 Recital (Drive):
RED, YELLOW & BLACK/WHITE CHECKERED costumes
Arrive backstage by 5:00pm for pictures.
Rehearsal from 5:20 – 5:40pm additional Kids Production rehearsal (plus jazz routine)

Tuesday 6:45 TAP (Blame It on the Boogie):
ARABIAN BLUE with SEQUINS costumes
Arrive backstage by 5:20pm for pictures.
Rehearsal from 5:40 – 6:00pm additional Kids Production rehearsal (plus jazz if applicable)

KIDS PRODUCTION (4:30 Recital dancers):
80s workout costumes
Arrive by 5:45pm to line-up backstage (except Tues 6:45 TAP who are rehearsing)
Rehearsal from 6:05 – 6:35pm
Go!
NOTE: No group KP pictures ~ too many dancers

Thursday 6:00 JAZZ (Cooking):
WAITRESS/WAITER costumes
Rehearsal from 6:40 – 7:00pm additional Kids Production rehearsal (plus tap routine)
Arrive backstage by 7:00pm for pictures.

Thursday 6:30 RISING STARS (JAZZ) in 4:30 Recital (Bring the House Down):
GIRLS ~ LIGHT BLUE/MULTI SEQUINS & BOYS ~ LIGHT BLUE/TAN costumes
Arrive backstage by 6:40pm for pictures
Rehearsal from 7:00-7:20pm additional Kids Production rehearsal (plus tap routine)

Tuesday 6:00 JAZZ (Fired Up):
HOT PINK/BLACK CHEERLEADER costumes
Arrive backstage by 6:50pm for pictures
Rehearsal from 7:20-7:40pm additional Kids Production rehearsal (plus tap if applicable)
MONDAY 6:00 JAZZ (Breaking Free)
Arrive backstage by 7:20pm for pictures
Rehearsal from 7:40-8:00pm
additional Grand Finale Production rehearsal

FRIDAY 7:00 LYRICAL (Fight for You)
Arrive backstage by 7:40pm for pictures
Rehearsal from 8:00-8:20pm
additional Grand Finale Production rehearsal

MONDAY 5:00 TAP (Watching the Half Time Show)
Arrive backstage by 8:00pm for pictures
Rehearsal from 8:20-8:40pm
additional Grand Finale Production rehearsal

GRAND FINALE PRODUCTION (Option #1):
Arrive by 8:20pm for rehearsal from 8:40 – 9:00pm

Play Games

THURSDAY 8:00 JAZZ/HIP-HOP (Boogie)
Arrive backstage by 8:20pm for pictures
Rehearsal from 9:00-9:20pm
additional Grand Finale Production rehearsal

MONDAY 7:00 JAZZ/HIP-HOP (Motown):
Arrive backstage by 9:00pm for pictures
Rehearsal from 9:20-9:40pm
additional Grand Finale Production rehearsal

WEDNESDAY 8:30 SENIOR COMPANY JAZZ (Striving Without You)
Arrive backstage by 9:20pm for pictures
Rehearsal from 9:40-10:10pm
additional Grand Finale Production rehearsal

THURSDAY 9:00 LYRICAL (Hold Back):
Pictures ONSTAGE at 10:15pm
Rehearsal from 10:15 – 10:40pm
additional Grand Finale Production rehearsal
Wednesday 8:30 SENIOR COMPANY LYRICAL (Letting Go of the Negative)
Pictures ONSTAGE at 10:45
Rehearsal from 10:45-11:15pm

additional Grand Finale Production rehearsal

SATURDAY, May 18
All rehearsals are DRESS rehearsals unless otherwise noted.

STAFF ROUTINE rehearsal (Love):
Arrive no later than 8:45am ~ No staff picture
Rehearsal from 8:50am – 9:40am
Staff routine from 8:50 – 9:30am; Grand Finale (staff only) from 9:30 – 9:40am

COMPANY PRODUCTION 2 (Dance):
Pictures ONSTAGE at 9:45am
Rehearsal from 9:45am - 10:25am
additional Grand Finale Production rehearsal

Friday 5:15 DANCE COMPANY (Follow Your Heart):
Pictures ONSTAGE at 10:30am
Rehearsal from 10:30am – 10:55am
additional Grand Finale Production rehearsal

COMPANY PRODUCTION 1 (Action):
Pictures ONSTAGE at 11:00am
Rehearsal from 11:00am – 11:30pm
additional Grand Finale Production rehearsal

Tuesday 7:15 LYRICAL (Found):
Pictures ONSTAGE at 11:35am
Rehearsal from 11:35 – 12:00pm
additional Grand Finale Production rehearsal

Friday 7:45 TAP PRODUCTION COMPANY (Unify):
Pictures ONSTAGE at 12:05pm
Rehearsal from 12:05 – 12:30pm
additional Grand Finale Production rehearsal

Friday 9:00 LYRICAL (Little Do You Know):
Pictures ONSTAGE at 12:35pm
Rehearsal from 12:35 – 12:55pm
additional Grand Finale Production rehearsal

Wednesday 5:45 HIP-HOP 101 (Breathe):
Pictures ONSTAGE at 1:00pm
Rehearsal from 1:00 – 1:20pm
additional Grand Finale Production rehearsal
ALL DANCERS

Friday 8:30 ADVANCED TAP (ATP) (Working)
Pictures ONSTAGE at 1:25pm
Rehearsal 1:25 – 1:50pm  additional **Grand Finale Production** rehearsal

Friday 6:15 HIP-HOP COMPANY (Survive)
Pictures ONSTAGE at 1:55pm
Rehearsal 1:55 – 2:25pm  additional **Grand Finale Production** rehearsal

Monday 8:00 TAPPERCISE (Break a Leg):
Pictures ONSTAGE at 2:30pm
Rehearsal from 2:30 – 2:55pm

Tuesday 4:30 TAP (Living a Hard Life)
Pictures ONSTAGE at 3:05pm
Rehearsal 3:05 – 3:30pm  additional **Grand Finale Production** rehearsal

**Staff & Tech Crew BREAK 😊**
3:30 – 3:45pm

Thursday 7:15 LYRICAL (Going Home)
Arrive backstage by 3:30pm for pictures
Rehearsal 3:50 – 4:10pm  additional **Grand Finale Production** rehearsal

Thursday 6:30 RISING STARS (TAP) in 12:00 Recital (Drive)
RED, YELLOW and BLACK/WHITE CHECKERED costumes:
Arrive backstage by 3:50pm for pictures
Rehearsal from 4:10 – 4:30pm  additional **Kids Production** rehearsal (plus jazz routine)

Wednesday 6:30 TAP (Wake Up):
Arrive backstage by 4:10pm for pictures
Rehearsal from 4:30 – 4:50pm  additional **Grand Finale Production** rehearsal
KIDS PRODUCTION (12:00 Recital dancers):
80s workout costumes
Arrive by 4:30pm to line-up backstage
RS Tap will line up as soon as they change
Rehearsal from 4:50 – 5:15pm
Go!
NOTE: No group KP pictures ~ too many dancers

Wednesday 7:30 JAZZ/HIP-HOP (Lutherville) (Roll):
Arrive backstage by 4:55pm for pictures
Rehearsal from 5:15 – 5:35pm  additional Grand Finale Production rehearsal

Thursday 6:30 RISING STARS (JAZZ) in 12:00 Recital (Bring the House Down):
LIGHT BLUE/MULTI SEQUINS costumes
Rehearsal from 5:35 – 5:55pm
Arrive backstage by 6:00pm for pictures  additional Kids Production rehearsal (plus tap routine)

Thursday 7:00 JAZZ (Cooking):
WAITRESS costumes
Arrive backstage by 5:35pm for pictures
Rehearsal from 5:55 – 6:15pm  additional Kids Production rehearsal

Wednesday 6:30 LYRICAL (Slow):
Arrive backstage by 5:50pm for pictures
Rehearsal from 6:15 – 6:35pm  additional Grand Finale Production rehearsal

Staff & Tech Crew BREAK 😊
6:35 – 6:55pm

Thursday 7:15 SPECIAL NEEDS DANCE CLASS (Living Our Best Life):
Arrive backstage by 6:40pm for pictures
Rehearsal from 7:00 – 7:20pm  additional Grand Finale Production rehearsal
GRAND FINALE PRODUCTION (option #2):
Arrive by 7:00pm for rehearsal from 7:20 – 7:45pm

Play Games

Wednesday 7:30 JAZZ/HIP-HOP (Ridgely) (Dancing with our Hands Tied):
Arrive backstage by 7:00pm for pictures
Rehearsal from 7:45 – 8:05pm

Thursday 8:00 DANCE COMPANY ELITE (DCE) JAZZ (Hitting the Dance Floor):
Arrive backstage by 7:45pm for pictures
Rehearsal from 8:05 – 8:30pm

Monday 9:00 ADULT JAZZ (Walking)
Arrive backstage by 8:10pm for pictures
Rehearsal from 8:30 – 8:55pm

Thursday 8:00 DANCE COMPANY ELITE (DCE) LYRICAL (Blindsided):
Arrive backstage by 8:35pm for pictures
Rehearsal from 8:55 – 9:25pm